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From 1820-1850

Some things that just have or are to be invented 
soon: 
• First practical Steamboat in 1807 
• Steam locomotive 1814  
• Portland cement in 1824 
• Electric magnet in 1825 
• Friction matches in 1827



Locomotive 1814

Replica of the "Rocket", Nuremberg Museum, Germany. 
Source: Urmelbeauftragter/Wikimedia Commons

The first public railway 
opened 
in 1825 between 
Stockton and 
Darlington in England, 
UK

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rocket_Verkehrsmuseum_Nuernberg_12092010_side_view.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rocket_Verkehrsmuseum_Nuernberg_12092010_side_view.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rocket_Verkehrsmuseum_Nuernberg_12092010_side_view.JPG


First Australian Railroad

• Melbourne to Port 
Melbourne 1854 

• Sydney to Parramatta 
1855 

• By Federation, all States 
except Western Australia 
were ‘linked’ by rail and 
more than 20,000 km of 
track had been laid.



Telegraph 1844



Portland Cement 1824

Interior of the Thames Foot Tunnel, mid-19th century. 
Source: Nichtbesserwisser/Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thamestunnel.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Thamestunnel.jpg


Sheep shears made in Sheffield, England, 
1950-1955

• Source: https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2016/03/31/industrial-revolution-
wool/

https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2016/03/31/industrial-revolution-wool/
https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2016/03/31/industrial-revolution-wool/
https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2016/03/31/industrial-revolution-wool/
https://maas.museum/inside-the-collection/2016/03/31/industrial-revolution-wool/


Challenges for the Settler Economy 
Future development of income per capita would be 
determined by: 
• Demographic development: Favourable participation ratio 

needs to be maintained; otherwise negative impact (if e.g. 
the proportion of families rises). 

• British subsidies: If Britain reduces their subsidies per 
capita, then GDP per capita would be depressed (getting 
expensive for Britain as population rises) 

• Growth of the staple (i.e. wool) 
• Important factors: decisions on convict transportation and 

land arrangements for pastures!!!





Transport to Australia

• In NSW there are about 30,000 people in a 
weird dual economy (convict vs. private) doing 
quite well. 

• Period of free settlers arriving 
• Steamships used around Sydney but sail from 

England.   
• Clippers cut journey length to a few months 
• Trip was cut from 100 days to 64 days in 1840s



Few women, children, elderly early years



Women

• 1830s Land sold to subsidise female migration 
• Emigration Commission in Britain was 

established to assist female migration 
• 1832 numerous ships of single women 

between 15-30 free transport to Australia 
• Advertisements in Britain for women skilled in 

Agriculture, domestic tasks selected.



Importance of the Development of 
Institutions

• Recall, that we are in a military-command economy 
• Military rule is slowly evolving. What will it end up 

to be? 
• How quickly, if at all, is Britain devolving power to 

colonists? 
• How representative will the new political 

institutions be? (In Britain only males, with land 
holdings worth at least 40 Shillings are allowed to 
vote)



Why was the Wool Industry So Efficient?

• Wool will be the dominating export industry from 1820 to 
1950 (with exception of the gold rush years) 

• Incredible growth (1816: 75,000 sheep; 1850: 16,000,000; 
growth rate per annum is 26%) 

• Wool production grew much faster than the population 
(growth rate between 1818 and 1850 per annum of only 
about 14%) 

• Both the number of sheep and the population grew 
rapidly, but sheep numbers much faster (doubled every 3 
years while population doubled every 5.3 years) 

• By 1849, Australia selling more wool to Britain than rest of 
Europe combined



Wool Exports per Capita

• Per capita export rises from 6 to 113 pounds 
• Brit imports 1831: Australia    8%, Germany 71%; 

      1850: Australia 53%, Germany 13%



Why did Wool Productivity Explode?

• Before 1820 a peasant agriculture just above subsistence level 
existed. 

• If this had been extended with immigration to many small scale 
owners or labour intensive low-wage tenants: 
– we would have observed slow increase of exports and low wages with 

merely extensive growth. 
• The economy was labour and capital scarce in 1820. 
• Before 1820 also land scarce, but around that time it was 

ascertained that in the central-west of NSW large natural 
grasslands existed. 

• A natural resource find!!! Probably better than finding gold or 
iron ore.



What is the Consequence?

• Use a bit of economics to figure out what the 
consequence is. 

• Recall that we had looked at an aggregate 
production function for the whole economy. 

• Now let’s look at a production function for the wool 
industry only: 

• Ywool = F (L,K, R) 
• with L being labour, K capital and R being land 

(fixed).



A Few Properties of the Production 
Function for Wool

• It is possible to substitute labour for capital (think 
shepherds vs. fences). 

• However, the more we use of a certain input the 
less additional output it will bring. 

• We call this decreasing marginal product. 
• A jump in land input does the following: 
–  it increases output for given capital input and labour 

input 
–  it increases the marginal products of capital (MPK) and 

labour (MPL)



Productivity Increases

• So with the discovery of the rich pastures “R “   
increases the productivity of labour.  

• This jump is particularly high since L is quite 
low initially. 

• This explains why wages increases a lot 
between 1820 and 1840. 

• Clearly also Y /L increased.



Return on Investment and Land Discovery

• Increased amount of land discovered means 
more sheep can be raised.  But this needs 
more farm buildings, fencing and other capital 

• Demand for more capital increases its price 
• Leads to capital influx and growth of industry



Other features significant for the Wool 
Industry

• Further processing of wool not required and not 
profitable (wool was sent “greasy” to Britain) 

• Joint-product nature of sheep (meat; fat and tallow 
that could be exported when wool prices were low) 

• Self-generation of capital (breeding) 
• Establishment of pastoral finance companies and 

stock and station agency were important because  
– Squatters income stream was very lumpy 
– Squatters could not organise transport and sale easily



Squatting

• The early pastoralist just drove sheep on unoccupied crown 
land without any property rights 

• Basically illegal but hard to enforce (the management of the 
crown land lay with Britain) 

• So land was basically free! 
• Stations were very large making them more efficient than 

European endeavours because of scale economies 
• Since there were no property rights, no investment in fixtures 

(fences and houses etc.) 
• As there were no neighbours nearby fencing was not 

necessary (great advantage as capital was scarce) 
• Only some wooden hurdles for folding the sheep at night were 

required



Three Important Inter-related Issues to 
be Decided

• Transition of power from governor and British 
government to the colonialists 

• Continuation or cessation of convict 
transportation 

• Squatters’ property rights and political and 
social power



Evolution of Political Institutions

• Note that the British government had the say here 
• 1823 Legislative Council (LC) has 5 to 7 appointed 

members; but only governor can initiate legislation. 
(Also: Supreme Court created.) 

• 1828 LC extended to 7 official and 7 non-official 
members. 

• 1846 LC extended to 36 members (12 nominated 
and 24 elected!) 
– property qualifications on voters 
– country over-represented (3/4 of members).



Peaceful Shift of Power

• Why did the “conservatives” (i.e. the very influential 
landholding squatters) lose their grip on power? 

• the group of “democrats” grew after 1830 as the fraction 
of free settlers and children of emancipists increased. 

• Many of them were influenced by the debate in Britain 
to extend the representation in government 

• Inflation after gold rush pushed more middle class 
people over the wealth requirement for voting 

• lots of small farmers deserted the “conservatives” once 
the “democrats” had promised land division.



Convict population of Australia  
1821-1866



Evolution of Political Institutions

• 1850 All colonies were allowed to have an LC with 2/3 of the 
members elected. 

• 1851 NSW implemented such a reform still heavily dominated 
by squatters. 

• 1853 Draft constitution for NSW sent to Britain. 
• 1856 Passed by British parliament 

– bicameral parliament (lower house elected and having executive 
power, upper house not elected, ministerial responsibility) 

– Power of governor greatly reduced 
– Britain kept some power such as over foreign policy 

• First election 1856: Conservative landholding class dominated 
and formed government but soon liberal powers took over.



The Colonial Council (1823–1855)



Peaceful Shift of Power

• Why did the British allow the colonies to 
become more and more autonomous? 

• Scared after what happened to their North 
American colonies  
– American War of Independence 1776-1783 and 
–  The War of 1812 with the US invading Canada 

• As long as Crown land and colonial finances 
were still controlled, Britain’s imperial interest 
was conserved.



British Empire



The End of Transportation

• In NSW transportation ended 1840 (but squatters were 
lobbying to retain it) 

• Convicts went to Van Diemen’s land until early 1850s 
• Some transportations to faltering Western Australia 

between 1850 and 1868  
• Squatters wanted cheap labour (anti-transportation 

movement was a threat) 
• New class of free settlers, who were looking for 

employment and high wages, were opposed 
• Part of the general struggle to counter the power of 

squatters



The End of Transportation

• Lord Grey (Brit government) wanted to reinstate 
transportation in 1840 

• LC dominated by squatters agreed 
• First shipment led to large demonstrations 
• LC reversed policy (to keep order), British government 

accepted 
• Merchants, professional men in Sydney were committed 

to colony of free men 
• Squatters tried to import other cheap labour 

– First 3,000 to 5,000 from India 1837, halted by Britain 
– Then 2,100 Chinese in 1854, who all were lost to the gold fields



Land Policies Before 1847
• Squatting drove Australian growth after 1820 but outside the law. 
• Squatters had lots of influence such that 1836 squatting was legalized 

(annual licence fee of 10 Pounds for unlimited space). 
• 1839 Annual fee was amended to include a per animal element 
• Problem: since only annual, any structure on the property belonged to the 

Crown and could be used by whom the lease was awarded 
• Claim of squatters: Incentive problem due to lack of property rights (why 

bother building anything – the “hold-up problem”) 
• 1840 Squatters wanted a) longer leases and b) pre-emptive rights over part 

of land (homestead etc.) leading to freehold 
• But despite claims: Growing wool was highly profitable even without 

fixtures



Land Policies before 1847

• Changes required legislation in Britain: squatters lobbied 
• The opponents were the “systematic colonizers” 
• who wanted to prevent that property rights over most 

of the land was given to a very small number of people 
and had influence in London on the Colonial Office 

• Their allies in Australia were small farmers and would be 
farmers who feared to be shut out and 

• People who feared a “squattocracy” including Richard 
Bourke (governor) who wanted to throw squatters out 
in 1934, which was just not feasible



Squatters

• By the time gold was discovered, in 1851, squatters' 
properties took up almost every inch of usable land, 
leaving very little to be occupied by the rush of 
unsuccessful gold diggers. Resentment grew against the 
squatters' monopoly: 

• The great sheep-owner may have half a million of acres 
for nothing—may accumulate a hundred thousand 
pounds by selling wool [...] but [...] the man who comes 
here to create a home by his industry, and to aid in 
developing the resources of the country—is to be 
ignominiously driven away from it.  

– The Argus



Squatters

• Compromise proposal by governor George Gipps in 1844: 
– size of a run and number of sheep restricted but long leases 
– freehold only for immediate surrounding of homestead 

• Only after 5 years 320 acres could be bought and then about 
the same size after any further 8 years 

• If land was not bought by the person who build fixtures 
compensation had to be paid 

• The squatters hated it and lobbied against it everywhere (even 
wool manufacturers in Britain) 

• Gipps did not buckle and 1846 the British Parliament passed 
the Waste Land Act



Land Policies: Implications

• The holdup problem is solved. 
• The squatters got planning security. 
• but not general freehold. 
• Economic power depended now on renewing 

leases (now in the colony and not in Britain). 
• A squattocracy was prevented without cutting 

of the source of prosperity from wool growing.



Other Developments 
1820-1850

• Expansion of colonial population lead to more 
domestic demand. 

• Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane emerged in 
1830s. 

• Extension of farming beyond wool (grain, dairy) for 
domestic demand. 

• Efficiency gains through relocating certain farming 
types to the most suitable regions. 

• First small mining boom (copper in SA).



First Mining Boom

• Copper ore, discovered in many places 
• Kapunda in 1842 
• Burra in 1845  
• Sudden and unexpected wealth to colony 



Burra Burra Mine, S.A. 1850 
by Samuel Thomas Gill



Neales's Stopes, Burra Burra Mine,  
April 12th 1847 

 by Samuel Gill 



Short Summary: What Happened?

• Population has grown from 30,000 to 400,000 
• Convict transportation had mainly ceased (only WA 

still received) 
• Extended staple export of wool 
• Improved capacity to import 
• Transited from military rule to a degree of 

representative democracy 
• Squattocracy was avoided 
• Most future centres were founded (Perth needed a 

bit more time)



Next Week

GOLD RUSH!



Counterfactual Scenario
• Australia’s economic history may have looked 

very different had the squatters gained freehold 
title of their land on their demands 

• A counterfactual scenario for Australia could 
have been like Argentina 
o The squatter’s economic power may have 

led to successfully negotiating increased 
control over the colonial governor 

o Gaining freehold title over their lands 
o Entrenching an unequal distribution of 

wealth 
o Restricting the franchise to substantial 

property owners  
o Regulating immigration to maintain the 

supply of low-cost unskilled labour 

• The policy decisions that were implemented in 
Australia avoided the entrenching of a 
‘squattocracy’ 


